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Using primary documents from various religious groups, interviews with former activists, and an array of alternative press literature, this paper analyzes the appropriation of radical rhetoric within the anti-activist ideologies of mystical religions that flourished during the late Vietnam War period in the United States. Examples from several Eastern-based religions (Divine Light Mission, Hare Krishna, and 3HO) and Western-based groups (including the Christian World Liberation Front and the Children of God) demonstrate the manner in which former activists converted to groups that utilized radical imagery to advocate patriarchalism along with individual rather than structural transformation. These ideological positions further subdivided an already fragmented New Left movement.

During America's late Vietnam War era of the early to mid 1970s, radical political rhetoric took on new meaning in the context of the religious groups that were adapting Movement phrases and concepts to their own doctrinal positions. These new or heretofore unsuccessful religions located themselves alongside political movements that had sought to restructure industrialized societies, and into them poured young people by the score. Accounts from the period (and subsequent interviews of people from the time) indicate that many of the converts had been political activists and radicals.

Because these changes in attitude and behaviour were so dramatic, considerable debate has raged over the relationship between the political counterculture and the religious upsurge in the early 1970s. A popular explanation for the transition is the 'successor movement' hypothesis, which in various forms argues that youth-based religions in the 1970s emerged out of the politically-oriented movements of the 1960s. Unorthodox religions drew large numbers of former activists and radicals into their ranks, as these spiritual groups became havens for young adults who were either fatigued by movement activity and life style or dispirited by seemingly few political successes from their political efforts. The limited successes but frequent failures of political activists to achieve structural change in society's power distribution led many of them in the early 1970s to establish new social institutions and new behaviors through which they attempted to achieve the social goal of 'revolution.' The Marxist-dominated, anti-capitalistic, somewhat anti-sexist political actions of the 1960s no longer seemed feasible to many Movement people by 1973, in the wake of the 1968 Democratic convention in Chicago, the campus national guard killings in 1970, Nixon's re-election in 1972, and America's troop withdrawal from Vietnam in 1973 (a feat accomplished without a major overhaul of the American political system). Driven by these and related political events, talented and skilled youth who converted to religious groups simply made lateral career moves from a stagnant or declining social movement into a growing one.

In response to these and other frustrating events from the early 1970s, significant numbers of Movement people adopted religiously-dominated, pro-capitalistic, largely sexist apolitical actions as further attempts to achieve the illusive revolution that they so desperately desired. Despite their apolitical actions, the groups still used radical rhetorics of opposition that allowed religious converts to believe that their new efforts at
'changing the self' extended their previous efforts of directly challenging objectionable political and social structures. The words and phrases, however, that religions of the 1970s expropriated into their lingo had the three-fold effect of further diminishing direct social and political confrontation, sanctifying patriarchalism, and further fragmenting an already divided New Left movement. Strange gods came alive as the 1960s movement withered.

The first part of the article identifies a wide range of rhetorical images among early 1970s 'new' or alternative religions that contain messages involving politics, social restructuring, and the action needed to change society in a desired direction. The rhetoric of gender seems sufficiently important to warrant separate analysis, which I will provide in the second half of this study. In all cases, radical rhetoric in its religious context dissuaded direct political opposition by encouraging change on a personal, rather than a structural level. Gender rhetoric, in particular, allowed persons (especially men) to perpetuate an arbitrary system of social disempowerment among women. I base my analysis of rhetoric on primary documents from numerous 1970s' alternative religions in conjunction with alternative press articles, and interviews that I conducted with political-to-religious converts. The documents and interview-information comes from the Divine Light Mission, Hare Krishna, 3HO (i.e. the Health, Happy, Holy Organization), the Children of God (COG), and the Christian World Liberation Front, and all of it demonstrates the introspective, fragmentary, and patriarchal consequences of radical rhetoric in the popular but unorthodox religions that flourished in America and elsewhere during the final years of the Vietnam War.

**Rhetorics of Politics and Mystical Religions: Overview**

Religions imagery permeated much of the 1960s debates, even if political concepts took center stage. To a large degree Marx's adage about religion being 'the opium [or opiate] of the people' received widespread movement circulation as major denominations actively supported America's efforts in the Vietnam War. Nevertheless, resisting the general pattern of support was an amalgam of clergy and laypersons from many denominations, including the Catholic Fathers Daniel and Philip Berrigan, liberals in the Clergy and Laymen concerned about Vietnam (CALCAV), Dr Martin Luther King, and various peace churches (such as the Quakers, Amish, and Mennonites). These persons and religious groups produced a rhetoric of governmental opposition and resistance that enhanced direct social action, making the significance of their words decidedly different from the rhetoric that emanated from the newer groups of the 1970s.

The politically-inspired rhetoric generated by the heterodox religions in the early 1970s contained the express hope that a major political restructuring would occur, and on this point it was little different from typical New Left 'Movement' slogans from the period. The new religious rhetoric differed dramatically, however, when discussing how that restructuring would come about. Summed up succinctly by the director of Long Beach, California's Ananda Center in 1970, 'the only revolution which will change the world is a revolution of consciousness in the individual through self-awareness'. The idea about 'working on the self' as the vehicle for political change captured the imagination of heterodox religious persons in the early 1970s, who fundamentally believed that a 'religious' foundation of pure individuals would provide the basis for a perfected and just government. Members of widely diverse non-traditional religions believed in the foundational necessity of individual purity underpinning the social state, even though they differed hotly and bitterly over what set of doctrines
provided the best (if not only) way to holiness. Disregarding for the moment dramatic doctrinal differences, any number of religious leaders would have agreed with Ananda Marga's North American head in 1974 when he stated that 'social institutions must be founded on spiritualism. With a lack of spiritualism, things fall apart. That is what is happening around the world today'.

Some forms of spiritualism (or more accurately called, spirituality) played a role in the New Left almost from its inception. Even yoga played a role in some Marxist ideology, with Berkeley's Red Yogi Collective arguing that '[b]y the practice of hatha yoga (exercises), pranayama (breathing exercises) and meditative techniques we can greatly increase and intensify our ability to function creatively in a hostile environment. . . . Our approach to yoga is based on attuning, cleansing, and harmonizing ourselves to better struggle against the death-machine'. Religious or spiritual undertakings either contributed directly to political efforts, or was thought to be ' . . . Another Road' altogether. In the 1970s, political and religious priorities reversed, as participants in spiritual or mystical groups believed that their new roads were leading to the same goals that previously they sought through direct political action.

**Eastern-based Religious Groups**

Nowhere was the new prioritizing of religion or spirituality-over-politics more dramatic than among followers of the adolescent Guru Maharaj Ji. Rennie Davis's conversion to the 'Perfect Master' (as the guru's followers called him) sparked bewilderment and anger within the New Left, and during Davis's speaking tours on behalf of the Divine Light Mission, activists and radicals in various audiences alternately ridiculed him and sat in dazed wonderment as he propounded a message about the new path to peace. Recounted by a former Free Speech Movement (FSM) activist (Michael Rossman) who was in the audience, Davis told a Berkeley crowd comprised of many old and current activists that:

> [t]he Perfect Master teaches perfection, and will bring perfection on Earth—not after the millennium, but right now, in three years. A revolutionary perfection, realizing all our ideals of peace and justice, brought about not by struggle and conflict but by the perfect working of a perfect organization.

In essence, Davis offered his former 'comrades in struggle' a 'career move' into the ideal organization, from which they finally would achieve the heretofore illusive goals of the 1960s. After people were to receive 'the knowledge' that Maharaj Ji imparted to his followers, Davis insisted that '“[t]hen we can do what the street people sought in the sixties—abolish capitalism and other systems that oppress”'.

The primary political rhetorical phrase that Maharaj Ji and his organization used to attract disaffected activists and radicals was 'peace'. As it stated in various ways, the DLM offered converts the road to achieving peace in a manner as universal and grand as they ever had dreamt of accomplishing in the 1960s. In typical fashion, the guru's posters that advertised his 9 September 1972 appearance at the Oakland City Auditorium boldly proclaimed, 'IMAGINE WHAT IS PEACE[,] COME AND REALIZE THE PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE'. On application forms for DLM's major media event of the early 1970s, called 'Millennium '73', the immodest fifteen-year-old guru said, 'I declare I will establish peace in this world'. During the event itself at the Houston Astrodome, a giant video screen behind the main stage showed a barrage of shots from the tumultuous 1960s—assassinations, riots, peace protests, and Vietnam
War footage.\textsuperscript{34} When DLM reflected back upon the Houston event a few months after it was over, it again did so in the context of an article discussing the civil rights movement, VISTA [Volunteers in Service to America], the October 1969 Vietnam Moratorium, draft-dodging, and Vietnam. Amidst these painful reminiscences, once again the guru announced, ‘Give me your love, I will give you peace. Come to me, I will relieve you of your suffering. I am the source of peace in this world’.\textsuperscript{35}

Various accounts from the period suggest that many former political protestors accepted the guru’s promise for peace,\textsuperscript{36} since they appeared throughout the organization. In addition to Rennie Davis,\textsuperscript{37} one of three prominent examples is Michael Donner, who had his DLM vice-presidential term interrupted by a fourteen-month imprisonment for activities in 1969 as a ‘Beaver 55’ member who destroyed draft board files and erased Dow Chemical’s computer tapes.\textsuperscript{38} Sandy Meadows, who was DLM’s managing editor of its publication, \textit{And It is Divine}, had been a member of the Denver Weatherman Collective.\textsuperscript{39} Finally, DLM’s director of public relations in 1973, Richard Profumo, had served a seven-month prison sentence for draft evasion.\textsuperscript{40}

Rossman captured the logic of attraction that Maharaj Ji held for former activists and radicals when he observed that, ‘[h]ere Rennie was, proclaiming the perfect means to our various ends, the ideal, impossible Organization, working in perfect inner harmony, and outer accomplishment. \textit{Lay down your arms, your suffering, and the Master will give you bliss.} And yet to work in the Left, to be of the Left, has meant to bear these arms, this suffering; we have known no other way’.\textsuperscript{41} For Davis and many other political activists and radicals, the rhetoric of the DLM provided hope that an illusive and ill-defined ‘peace’ still could be achieved, even as the organization’s staunchest workers submitted themselves to the whimsical, absolutist authority\textsuperscript{42} of a guru who retreated from confronting institutions that fostered war. As one of many DLM ironies, the tents and water tanks for its 1974 New England rummage sale and festival were provided by the National Guard.\textsuperscript{43}

Of all the Eastern-based religions that flourished in the early 1970s, DLM was the most Westernized, with the guru often pictured in a business suit (which was the accepted garb of his male devotees of ‘premies’)\textsuperscript{44} and rarely in Indian traditional garb. The opposite was true, however, for the leader of another prominent Hindu-based group that attracted former activists, the Hare Krishnas.\textsuperscript{45} Their Indian leader, A. C. Bhaktivedanta Prabhupada, always dressed in a \textit{dhoti}, with the Western converts to his group following his lead and adopting traditional Indian attire. That traditional attire was part of the group’s appeal, as a former activist-turned-Krishna-devotee, Subhananada das, explained to me in 1986:

[A] strong part of the attraction of devotees for me was their sheer defiant other-worldliness. Because . . . my ideology basically was just [that] the world as it is is just in such bad shape it’s not worth saving. . . . Destroy it and start over again; things are really hopeless. And here are these people who clearly were making a statement that they had really . . . entered another realm of consciousness and being. And even though I knew very little about it ideologically, philosophically, just that itself was enough to cause me to have great interest.\textsuperscript{46}

Subhananada das represents one of many people whom religion specialist J. Stillson Judah had in mind when he observed that ‘[i]n their extreme dissent, they exchanged our Western culture and its value system for an Eastern civilization and one of its popular religions’.\textsuperscript{47}

In a survey that he conducted in 1969 and 1970 of Hare Krishna temple residents
along the Pacific Coast, Judah discovered that 'before becoming members a large number had been involved in protests against the Vietnam War, the government, the educational system, the growing secularism, and even the American way of life because of its alleged involvement in materiality'. Similarly, E. Burke Rochford, Jr, found from a sample that he took of devotees that '[o]ver half of the early converts to Krishna [between 1967 and 1971] had taken part in the antiwar movement'. Subhanananda das exemplified both Judah's and Rochford's characterization, even though his contacts with ISKCON began in St Louis, Missouri and extended to Washington, D.C. and Boulder, Colorado. His account of encountering Krishna devotees at a major antiwar march in Washington, D.C. in late 1969 or early 1970 is especially revealing:

And there was a stage set up, and all the big . . . Movement people were speaking. And at one point Allen Ginsberg was onstage, chanting mantras for peace. And Allen Ginsberg at that time was my role model/hero. I was very into Allen Ginsberg, mainly because he symbolized for me utter rebellion against society . . . So I was walking around the Ellipse there, hanging out, and he was onstage chanting something or other . . . But at the same time as I was moving towards the stage to get closer to hear him, I hear on the left side the Hare Krishnas, who were—there were about thirty of them, under a tree, chanting. Chanting up a storm. And they had a big crowd around them. And I remember being almost physically pulled between the two. On the one hand, Ginsberg was like . . . God to me. On the other hand, I had heard of the Hare Krishnas . . ., but knew virtually nothing about them, and was very intrigued to get a little up-close look at the Hare Krishnas doing their thing. And I remember thinking, 'well, . . . should I go see Ginsberg or them?' And I really was torn, and I sort of pulled myself off to see the devotees . . . And so I watched for a little while, and then I joined the chanting line . . ., with my gas mask and helmet hanging from my belt, my . . . leather jacket, which I had bought used at a thrift store . . . I just got swept up in it. I just really thought the chanting was great and joined in the line.

Several years after Subhanananda das joined the Krishnas in the summer of 1970, he became a campaign manager for Balavanta das (William Ogle)—a devotee who ran for the mayor of Atlanta, Georgia in 1973 as a candidate in the Krishna's religiously-based political party.

The Krishnas' political party, which eventually (and briefly) became the 'In God We Trust' party on a national level, plays a small but neglected part of the Krishna's story in the United States. Nevertheless, the content of its political message embodied the very patterns of 'self-transformation before world-transformation' that characterized the goals of numerous religious groups in the early 1970s. Surprisingly, only one academic seems to have paid attention to the party, but her comments were insightful. Writing in 1974, Francine Daner argued that '[t]he swami began by promoting his movement as a political alternative to the doctrines of contemporary leaders such as [Eldridge] Cleaver, Mao, [SDS's Tom] Hayden, [wealthy Republican Nelson] Rockefeller, [right-wing Democrat George] Wallace and [American President Richard] Nixon by claiming that 'they can't help you', and offering chanting of the Hare Krishna mantra as the 'highest form of social work'. . . . With the 'In God We Trust' party ISKCON points a finger at the current moral state of American government and presents ISKCON's philosophy, while realistically understanding that the election of its candidates is improbable'.
sioner.54 Prabhupada responded (in his somewhat choppy English) on 4 March 1972, indicating that 'especially I am glad that you are entering politics. . . . This will be a good opportunity to preach widely and sell our literatures, so take advantage'. He was very critical of politicians, calling them 'pick-pocket[s]' and 'rascal leaders'. Consequently, Prabhupada told his politically aspiring disciple that 'I am very serious that you all boys and girls should expose these Nixons and remove them, there is ample scope for protest in this Sankirtan [devotional] Movement, and you yourselves be president, that is my hope for saving the misled mankind from total chaos'.55

Despite the harsh words against current politicians and the hope that Prabhupada expressed for the political success of idealistic devotees, the guru’s political platform was a far cry from the confrontational and structurally challenging efforts of the 1960s. In instructions that remained consistent throughout the Krishnas’ various attempts to gain political office, he informed Amerendra that:

our platform must be very simple, that there is no other sacrifices necessary for the well-being of the citizens save and except this Sankirtan yagna [ceremonial sacrifice by chanting Krishna’s names]. Regularly the town citizens can everyone congregate and chant Hare Krishna and hold festivals of celebrations continually, with wide distribution of tasty foodstuffs—who will not be attracted by such programme? This is our simple method, nothing more.56

In essence, Prabhupada’s entire political platform revolved around attempts to convince people to orient their lives and life styles around devotion to Krishna, and as a result of that devotion national and international problems would diminish and then disappear.57

Just as Krishna devotees were distinctive in their orange robes and (for men) shaved heads, so too were the followers of the immigrant Sikh guru, Yogi Bhajan, who dressed in resplendent, all-white outfits, complete with turbans. As with their contemporaries in both DLM and the Krishnas, some 3HO members had histories of political activism prior to their conversions58 and these former protesters saw their new religious involvement as a means of keeping alive their 1960s dreams of socio-political reform and cultural revolution. The programs, however, in which they participated as religious figures eschewed challenges to political or structural systems, and instead involved techniques ostensibly designed to purify the bodies, minds, and (as 3HO members would say) the souls of practitioners.

By attempting to make themselves models of virtue that others in society were to have wanted to emulate, 3HO replicated the pattern found in other heterodox religions of the period by focusing on self-perfection as the means of transforming political and social inequality and injustice. One former activist convert to 3HO (Gurutej Singh/Ted Steiner) told me that part of his new message was saying to people:

'O.K., the time for drugs is over, folks. You can get high without drugs'. But we weren't born again people, we were not fanatic. We could still speak the [counter-culture] language, [and] we kept our hair. We had a Sikh teacher who never cut his hair. So we were very able to translate the street values into a yogic value without missing a beat, not one beat.59

Steiner, and others who made the transition from radical politics to mystical religion, kept much of counterculture parlance in their speech, and, from their perspective, simply had moved on to the next or ‘higher’ stage of the socio-cultural revolution.
3HO members strived to become both spiritual counsellors for a deeply troubled society and cultural models of inspiration, who would mold the future in large part by their wise advice and solid example of devotion, purity, and hard work. Direct political efforts became far less important than purifying one's own consciousness, because, as Yogi Bhajan exclaimed, "[t]he politicians will soon be coming to us for advice". While still believing that they were a part of the movement for fundamental societal change, former radicals who joined 3HO became part of an 'apolitical' organization.

**Christian-based Religious Groups**

In several Western, Christian groups, the Movement image about 'revolution' got attached to a generationally-relevant model of Jesus. Jesus became the exemplary revolutionary, the 'antihero' of the modern, chaotic American world. Edward F. Heenan's discussion of the 'Jesus as antihero' motif in popular youth culture of the early-1970s helps to explain the attraction that some former radicals felt toward him and the groups who claimed to present his teachings:

The antihero tends to be a figure who (1) is opposed to the law, which is seen as a the corrupt tool of those who wish to protect vested interests, (2) is a friend to the poor and gives generously to them out of a sense of justice, (3) is inclined to subscribe to orthodox religion, (4) adopts the role of a 'trickster' vis-a-vis the authorities, and (5) tends to be subject to betrayal by friends.

No Christian group was more skillful at utilizing movement rhetoric in portraying 'Jesus and the countercultural antihero' than the Berkeley-based Christian World Liberation Front (CWLF).

Issues addressed by the CWLF were ones that dominated the political Movement of the Period, but a CWLF pamphlet distributed in 1968 suggest that the Christian group's approach to these issues was fundamentally different. Posing the question, '... AND AFTER THIS WAR?', the pamphlet asks:

Why have violent conflicts continued to plague mankind throughout history, despite numerous and varied system changes? Will a utopian economy and political system eradicate the seemingly inescapable stigma of social and psychological struggle? ... In fact, as history insists, no kind of environment guarantees that we will finally realize the beautiful society we so desperately want. It should be obvious—something is wrong with us! The great cop-out today is to blame some impersonal institution or system.

Jesus proclamed a spiritual revolution to bring about a fundamental change within, to deal with the faulty components of every system—the human components. Accept Him as your Liberator and Leader; then join others of his Forever Family here to change this world. RADICALIZE THE REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT!

CWLF's emphasis on 'a fundamental change within' as the means of enacting massive social change is a similar message to ones propounded by various Eastern religious groups in the early 1970s, except that Jesus the antihero, not a guru or mythological figure (such as Krishna), was to be the center of emotional and intellectual attention.

If any Christian-based group rivaled the skill with which the CWLF utilized radical political rhetoric for its own apolitical positions, then surely in was the controversial Children of God (COG) under the leadership of David Berg. Some of the recruits were
wayward hippies; some already were involved in Christian missionary activities; but a few of the converts had been anti-war activists and radicals. The secrecy of this group makes research on its members exceedingly difficult, yet some former activists are identifiable by either their names or the stories told about them. One of the Weathermen convicted of minor charges involving the burning of a Bank of America branch in Isla Vista, California met and joined COG after his conviction but before his sentencing, and for the next ten years he remained on-the-run from the FBI while in the group. Perhaps five members of a Californian COG team in late 1969 had been political radicals (and skilled in explosives), since (as one of the team leaders told me) 'we were on our way to blow up the Mormon Temple' when they got arrested and imprisoned for disrupting a church service in Sacramento. Berg himself mentioned the problems regarding public relations in California caused by having in the group 'FRESH RADICALS WITHOUT MUCH EXPERIENCE AND DIPLOMACY AND TACT IN HANDLING THE PUBLIC'.

COG's rabid anti-American rhetoric equaled if not surpassed the diatribes of the Movement, with special venom spat at President Richard Nixon—'the little Hitler' or 'Hitler' as Berg called him. Much of this rhetoric directly borrowed images and themes from the counterculture and antiwar efforts, which made it easy for former protesters who converted to feel continuity with their previous attitudes and activities. In Berg's eyes, Nixon had crushed the political movement that had persistently opposed an array of governmental policies. Hope for revolution, however, still existed through the Jesus Revolution.

Images of Women: Sexism East and West

Among the casualties who suffered by the retreat from social structural confrontation were women. Almost without exception, the heterodox religious groups in the early 1970s were dramatically sexist. If involvement by former activists and radicals in various exotic religions partially served to dissipate the Movement's political energies, then it also served to diminish the growing acceptance of gender equality that was at the heart of the women's movement.

Eastern religious groups incorporated traditional patriarchal assumptions about women into their American social structures, so that all of the Indian-based religions had clearly defined, power-differentiated gender roles. ISKCON, for example, held attitudes toward women that directly reflected the traditionalist, non-Western background of its leader. One female Krishna devotee informed an unimpressed Atlanta alternative press reported that, "We like it! Women are less intelligent than men. So the Spiritual Master teaches the men and they teach us". The reporter dismissed the groups as another example of 'convinced male supremacists'.

3HO's appeal for some women lay in its 'gender-based ideology', which provided them with a special (if unequal) status that had parallels to aspects of contemporary feminist secular ideology. Its internal group that was specifically for women, the Grace of God Movement, targeted the secular women's movement as one of women's oppressors, arguing that motherhood and family roles (both of which the secular movement diminished in importance) were vital areas in which women manifested their power. In essence, confrontation of political and social institutions that perpetuate gender inequalities was of little importance when seen against the presumed value gained by improving the self to the point that it realizes 'inner, timeless truth'. The large, cultural pattern of the early 1970s, involving a retreat from political confron-
tation and an increased attention on self-transformation, had been adopted as a value among the women of 3HO.\textsuperscript{73}

By far the most manipulative use of feminist rhetoric against women occurred in the Children of God, where its leader, David Berg, specifically appropriated the language and images of women’s liberation in a manner that subjected women to numerous pregnancies, traditionalistic family roles, subservience to men, prostitution, physical violence, and general sexual exploitation.\textsuperscript{74} The sexual exploitation of COG women resulted from Berg’s gradual imposition of antinomian doctrines within the group, which involved increasing emphasis on the value and importance of endogamous and exogamous sexuality without benefit of birth control. Berg himself seemed fixated on women’s breasts (even writing a poem about them that ran to almost three hundred lines),\textsuperscript{75} and his letter to followers entitled, ‘Revolutionary Women’, concentrated almost exclusively on how women should make themselves sexually attractive to men.\textsuperscript{76} In essence, Berg took the secular image of ‘revolutionary women’ who were involved in political and social struggles and transformed it into an image of women struggling to enhance their sexual allure. When, therefore, Berg ‘[t]hank[ed] God for the sexual liberation movement’ [because i]t is beginning to relieve us from [sic] some of our former taboos and inhibitions and abnormal guilt complexes and frustrations of the past’,\textsuperscript{77} little doubt exists concerning which sex ‘benefitted’ most.

**Conclusion: Rhetoric and Mystical Antagonism**

Leftist hostility against religious sexism is one of many examples of deeply felt tension that existed between protestors and mystics during the late Vietnam War era. For activists and radicals who continued to believe in the importance of confrontation with influential political and social institutions, the inward orientation of the religious groups was misguided and misdirected. In addition to the opposition that many Movement people felt toward the Jesus People’s position on women, they felt a visceral uneasiness with the implications of the new Christian message. Protestors believed that, “in the Christian attempts to be apolitical, [there] is a subconscious aversion to the New Left/counter-cultural movement.”\textsuperscript{78} These Jesus People critics, therefore, would not have been surprised by the red-sackclothed COG members who picketed Movement events (including anti-war rallies, a talk by Jerry Rubin, and the Chicago Seven trial), simply to ‘denounce the unrepentent’.\textsuperscript{79} Nor were these critics probably surprised when clashes broke out in April 1970 between Christian World Liberation Front members and Maoists on Berkeley’s campus, which led to the torching of the nearby ROTC building and the worse riots the school had seen up until that time.\textsuperscript{80}

High upon the Movement’s list of ‘spiritual con men’ (or in this case, ‘boys’) was Guru Maharaj Ji,\textsuperscript{81} whom alternative press publications also portrayed as a fascist or nazi.\textsuperscript{82} As these examples suggest, antagonism between activists or radicals and their former ‘comrades-turned-converts’ was, at times, intense and bitter. The Berkeley Barb, for example, berated these converts, and then added a word of caution about them:

\begin{quote}
In the leftwing [sic] quest for spiritual rebirth, as in left politics, we repeatedly find brothers who are driven to imitate the enemy, to become hard and tight, crewcut lifedeniers [sic], weatherpriests, young authoritarian for freedom—ostensibly in the name of love and liberty.

\ldots{} [S]uch people bear watching. As defectors from our scene to The Other Side, they have inside understanding of us which allows them to cause trouble if they wish to do so.\textsuperscript{83}
\end{quote}
Already plagued by ideological divisions, the Movement now had religious factions tearing it apart. Sectarian religion, perhaps even more than politics, isolated followers in ideologically constricted doctrinal camps, so that even though members may have shared broadly similar visions about a transformed society, they nonetheless hotly disagreed over whose godly inspiration was to provide the divine plans. Turning their backs on political confrontation while still using Movement rhetoric to explain their inner quests, activists-turned-mystics marched out of the 'protest decade' and into the 'me decade', with women trailing behind their men.

**Notes**

1. My appreciation extends to the Graduate Theological Union (Berkeley, California) and the Bancroft Library's Social Protest Collection 1960–1982 of the University of California, Berkeley for providing me with access to their material. Much of the funding for the research came from grants provided by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC) and the University of Alberta. Many of the primary documents that I refer to throughout the text soon will be available for microfiche viewing as part of the Stephen A. Kent Collection on Non-traditional Religions at the University of Alberta Library. I presented an earlier version of this paper at the *Vietnam Antiiwar Movement Conference: The Charles DeBenedetti Memorial Conference* (4–5 May 1990) which was sponsored by the University of Toledo—Department of History and The Council on Peace Research in History.

2. While I am mindful of the distinctions between the Movement (with its political orientation) and the counterculture (with its life style orientations), people moved so easily between the two during the early 1970s that it is appropriate to mention them together in the same phrase. On these distinctions, see Kenneth Westhues, 'Inter-generational conflict in the sixties', in Samuel D. Clark, J. Paul Grayson and Linda M. Grayson (eds), *Prophecy and Protest: Social Movements in Twentieth Century Canada*, Toronto, Gage Educational Publishing, Ltd 1975, pp. 387–408.


4. While no distinct line exists between activists and radicals, I identify the former as persons who participated in legal protests of various kinds, while the latter also engaged in illegal actions that they believed had oppositional if not revolutionary value.


See Kent, 'Slogan chanters to mantra chanters', pp. 106–7.

Perhaps the first person to make an argument along these lines was the former SDSer, Andrew Kopkind, who used cognitive dissonance theory to explain the 'politics-to-religion' transformation that he was witnessing at the time. See Kopkind, 'Mystic Politics', p. 49 [original emphasis].

While I am limiting my argument to the United States, I have conducted interviews with Canadians who also followed the same pattern. Likewise, I note with interest an Australian article that identified a similar shift from politics to religion in the early 1970s in that country. See Norman W. W. Blaikie and G. Paul Kelsen, 'Locating self and giving meaning to existence: a typology of paths to spiritual well-being based on new religious movements in Australia', in David O. Moberg (ed.) *Spiritual Well-being: Sociological Perspectives*, Lanham, MD, University Press of America 1979, p. 136.


See Kent, 'Slogan chanters to mantra chanters'.

As far as I can determine, the alternative press's coverage of various youth-oriented religions in the late 1960s and early 1970s has never been examined. Abe Peck (*Uncovering the Sixties: The Life and Times of the Underground Press*, New York, NY, Pantheon Books 1985), for example, does not seem to discuss the religious groups that concern me in this study. Roger Lewis merely mentions a few groups in his *Outlaws of America: The Underground Press and its Context. Notes on a Cultural Revolution*, Baltimore, MD, Penguin Books 1972, pp. 52–5.

Space prohibits me from discussing former activists and radicals who converted to the politically conservative Unification Church (i.e. the Moonies), but I have interviewed two women who had been members of SDS at the University of Michigan, plus three men who had been active in antiwar protests. An additional Moonie had been a vocal antiwar agitator while in the military, while still another had been a political conservative who got arrested for his draft resistance efforts.
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